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This book is dedicated to my mentor, Mark Johnston,
whose taught me the true value of patience, persistence, and a solid sense of humor.
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ABSTRACT
Curiosity fuels progress. It is what pushes us forward
individually, as well as collectively. It allows us to make
sense of the world and those that are in it. The problem
is, we are in the midst of a curiosity crisis whereby our
sensitivity to the physical has drastically diminished.
Curious Things sheds light on our detachment from our
surroundings and explores how ‘embodied curiosity’
can foster our need to know, experience, and explore.
Through curious observations and unexpected encounters captured by others, this thesis argues that the use of
distinct object forms and visual aesthetics can be viable
solutions in producing more vivid interpretations of the
world around us.
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“

Glance at the sun.
See the moon and the stars.
Gaze at the beauty of the earth’s greenings.
Now think.
- Hildegard von Bingen
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FOREWORD

When looking back at my experiences as a young girl, I can’t help but reflect on how it
was continuously filled with moments of amazement and wonder. Everything was new,
exciting, and I had an insatiable appetite to experience it all. Simply walking down the
street would prompt magical interactions with the world around me. Uncomplicated yet
vivid encounters - like the way trees would explode through cement sidewalks, or how
the sun would glisten off of parked cars just so - would entice a million questions in my
mind. These were all typical, everyday occurrences, but to me, someone who was fairly
new to the planet, everything was unfamiliar and worth exploring. Nothing got old.
But somewhere along the line, the broken sidewalks only became an obstacle worth
avoiding and the glistening sun a reason to rummage through your bag for sunglasses.
Life had become a series of monotonous routines and I had forgotten to look up.
As it turns out, the concept of detachment to surroundings isn’t unique to my experience. People from all walks of life are disconnecting from the world around them.
Whatever the culprit - technology or time - the bottom line is that we struggle to keep
our awareness and inquisitive spirit alive and well. Ultimately, we are in the midst of a
curiosity crisis.
Beyond the obvious of cultivating a more mindful and deliberate existence, our desire
to know and understand the world around us is what fuels progress, emotionally and
physically. It opens us up to new possibilities, squashes stereotypes, and spurs personal
growth. Curiosity is what pushes us forward individually, as well as a collectively. Without it, we become dull and motionless.
As designers, we have an opportunity to explore, discover, and implement methods
for reclaiming our innate sense of curiosity, as powerful as when we were children. It’s
not about novelty or seeking attention via aesthetics, but rather leveraging the specific
elements in the natural and designed world that subtly standout, even as adults.
This book, a collection of curious people, places, and things captured by individuals just
like you and me, is built to act as a point of inspiration in designing a new curiosity-centered design lexicon. It is my hope that these photographs bring to light the notion that
curiosity does not have to be derived from some mysterious far off land, but rather
curated right in your own backyard. All it takes is a slight shift in observation and appreciation for the world around us, just as it is.
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COLLECTING CURIOUS
Over the course of one month, a group of friends and
family members were asked to dimensionalize the
meaning of curiosity by documenting everyday observations as they encountered them. Participants, ranging
from anthropologists to architects, producers to jewelry
designers, were provided only basic documentation
instructions. They were left with one creative question:
who / what / when / where piques your curiosity?
Here’s what they shared…
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MANUFACTURED
AUTHENTICITY
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We regularly come
across experiences and artifacts
intentionally built to
pique our curiosity.
But in all actuality,
things that are
authentically discovered by chance
create value often
far deeper than
those purposefully
designed.
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Stumbling upon
organic bits of
curiosity draw
attention to the
subtle, yet meaningful moments
that traditionally go
overlooked.
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Some moments
are naturally more
eye catching than
others.
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Things that are out
of place, chaotic,
or disregard the
natural law of order
immediately make
an impression.
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Coincidental
connections or artifacts lacking clear
intention crave
characterization.
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The naturally occurring process of
material deconstruction makes
the invisible visible,
breathing new life
into something previously perceived as
dull or boring.
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Pulling back layers
literally and figuratively, decay has the
power to transform
an artifact or experience into an entirely
new entity.
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SYMBIOTIC
DISRUPTION
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We often think of
the natural and
man-made world
being at odds.
In the context of
curiosity, they work
together harmoniously, existing
in a state of visual
symbiosis.
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While optically
pleasing, it is the
physical tension or
disruption between
juxtapositions that
intrigues us most.
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Elements that
surrender to a more
dominant force
prompt the most
questions.
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Curiosity does not
discriminate against
any one environment.
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Nor does it favor
one experience
over another.
In fact, curious
juxtapositions in
form, material, and
texture exist in the
most common of
everyday occurrences.
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Distinct openings,
or breaks along a
continuum, guide
us in an intended
direction.
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These portals initiate the possibility
of encountering
the strange and
unfamiliar.
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As do barriers and
stumbling blocks,
which beg to be
broken down.
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SUSPENDED
EVOLUTION
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There is no such
thing as a truly
static environment.
With the passing
of time, people,
and other external
factors, spaces are
constantly in a state
of flux. Elements
that are capable of
not only capturing,
but also emphasizing their environment’s natural ebb
and flow maintain
a curious spirit
far greater than
artifacts and experiences unresponsive
to their surroundings.
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The organic
evolution of light
and shadow gives
invisible elements
new significance, if
only for a moment.
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Silhouettes give
unique meaning to
the subtle, yet powerful lines, curves,
and forms that
surround us daily.
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Fluctuation in color,
tints, and hues
make even the
most mundane of
surfaces transform
into works of art.
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Materials themselves can act as
powerful tools for
recording events
prior, building
awareness, intrigue
and appreciation for
an environment’s
past.
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THE COMPILATION
While inspiring in its own right, the true objective
of collecting elements of curiosity is to provide motivation for designed objects and experiences that
better embody a curious response. While curiosity
is a feeling that comes from within, it is the outside
world - and the things inhabiting it - that have the
power to trigger and continuously cultivate a desire
to know, experience, and explore.
Curious Things, a compilation of designed artifacts,
explores our relationship to these physical things
and the opportunity for curiosity to be embedded
within them. While there is freedom to explore
curiosity within the context of functional goods,
Curious Things focuses on the examination of
embodied curiosity itself and the aesthetics used
to produce a more vivid interpretation of the world
around us.
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Just like the visuals that captured the evolving relationship between artifact and environment, Curious
Things is designed to be subject to their surroundings. Whether positioned in an urban jungle or the
actual jungle, its encompassing environment acts
as a dominant force, shifting and transforming the
role of each artifact overtime.
The stark contrast within the backdrops themselves
completely alter the perceived intention and energy
of each piece. The natural lighting used to illuminate the artifacts brings attention and awareness to
form details in completely contrasting ways.
As the environments themselves continue to transform, so do Curious Things, prolonging the ongoing
and ever-changing cycle of curiosity.
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The goal of Curious Things is not only to use the
environment to bring attention to the enveloped
objects, but also to use the objects themselves as
tools bringing awareness to their surroundings.
The artifacts are working as visual funnels, framing
the light source and presenting degrees of intensity
as they naturally vary within the forest. Transformation in light and shadow can vary from side to side
or over any given time frame. Either way, the objects are present to draw attention to the evolution
in a more interesting, visually appealing manner.
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The notion of evolution is intentionally designed to
exist within the artifacts as well. To the left, each
layer of material purposefully progresses in thickness, bringing into question the dynamic between
each slab and the one that proceeds it.
Different configurations or changes in user interaction also create countless unique, yet equally
curious visual interpretations.
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Each element of Curious Things is purposefully
designed to work in harmony and maintain a solid
state of symbiotic disruption.
Looking at the artifacts as complete forms, they all
rely on a strong juxtaposition between rectilinear
framing and more organic, undulating interiors. This
concept hints at the curious relationship between
the natural world and man-made design. While we
expect them to be at odds, within the context of
curiosity, they definitely are not.
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Negative space, nooks and crannies, or portals as
highlighted within ‘collecting curious’, invite people
in to explore the flowing curves and illuminated
surfaces further. Many of these breaks in surfaces
purposefully move beyond the piece itself to bring
awareness to the surrounding world, which exists
only on the other side.
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Material choices play a significant role in cultivating
curiosity as well. The contrast between the two
further bring to life the incredibly powerful juxtaposition between urban and natural forms.
Purposefully remaining quite ambiguous, the
materials also prompt many questions regarding
characterization. Flat hardwood transforms into
volumous planes with undulating bends, a making
method traditionally saved for plywood. While easily defined as concrete by texture and color, paper
pulp, a much lighter and tension durable substrate,
acts as the connection between panels.
Bronze, a hardy and reliable material, provides
overall strength and durability from top to bottom,
side to side.
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While questions around function, form, and material characterization exist, it’s through the process
of further investigation that each individual artifact
authentically reveals itself. These questions only
prompt individuals to look closer, think harder, and
engage longer. Interpretations are absolutely up for
debate, but that is by design.
After all, isn’t that what makes life curious?
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